Abstract. We introduce the Linear Relative Canonical Analysis (LRCA) of Euclidean random variables. Then similar properties than for usual linear Canonical Analysis are obtained. Furthermore, we develop an asymptotic study of LRCA and apply the obtained results to tests for lack of relative linear association, dimensionality and invariance.
Introduction
In some practical situations, one may have to make a statistical analysis on some variables when there is a noise variable. An approach for such situations consists in making the chosen analysis after removing the effect of this later variable; this is done by considering residuals of regression on that variable. This approach has led to known methods; an example can be found in discriminant analysis with a covariate which is known to have the same mean in the related groups (see e.g. Fujikoshi and Khatri (1990) , Baccini et al. (2001) ). For canonical analysis, the same approach gave partial (see Rao (1969) ) part and bipartial (see Timm and Carlson (1976) ) canonical correlation analysis. In this later work, statistical inferences based on the canonical coefficients related to these analyses were proposed. Although the obvious interest of these methods, it seems that there does not exist an extensive study of their properties as it is the case for usual Linear Canonical Analysis (LCA). Particularly, the aforementioned statistical inference shows the interest of making an asymptotic study of these analyses.
In this paper, we define the Linear Relative Canonical Analysis (LRCA) of Euclidean random variables and show that this analysis is in fact a LCA for suitable random variables and can be seen as a generalization of partial canonical correlation analysis. Then, some properties of LRCA are obtained from those of LCA. Next, we focus on the asymptotic study of LRCA. Although this analysis is a particular LCA, the results of asymptotic studies of LCA (see Arconte (1980) , Pousse (1992) , Anderson (1999) , Fine (2000) ) can not be applied because we do not have an i.i.d, sample of the related random 280 JACQUES DAUXOIS ET AL.
variables. Indeed, these variables can not be observed since their definition involves covariance operators which are unknown in practice. So, we develop an asymptotic study for LRCA. The obtained results are used for defining tests for lack of relative linear association, dimensionality for LRCA, and invariance when the corresponding variables are transformed by linear maps (see the end of Section 2 for definition and properties and Section 4.3 for inference procedure).
Linear relative canonical analysis
Let (~, A, P) be a probability space; along the paper we will work with random variables (r.v.) defined on (f~, .4, P) and valued into Euclidean spaces (i.e. finite dimensional Hilbertian space). When F is such a space, we will denote by (., ")F its inner product and by II" IIF the associated norm. We will use the usual tensor product | such that, for any vectors u and v belonging to Euclidean spaces F and G respectively, u | v is the linear map: h E F ~ (h,U)FV E G; if u = v we will write u | instead of u | u. The properties of @ (and other tensor products) and the related matrix expressions can be found in Dauxois et al. (1994) . When X is a random variable valued into an Euclidean space 2( and satisfying ]E(ltXll~v ) < +cx~, we will denote by Lx the linear map: u E 2 ( ~ (u,X) 
x E L2(fi, A,P). For all operator T, we will denote by T* its adjoint. It is easily seen that L~ is the map: Z E L2(~,A,P) H E(ZX) E 2(; thus ifX is centered, its covariance operator Vx := E(X |
verifies Vx = L*xLx. For m E {1, 2, 3}, let us consider a centered r.v. Xm defined on (~, .4, P) and valued into a Euclidean space 2(m with dimension p,~; without loss of generality we assume that Pl _< P~. Further, we suppose that E(liXmI]2m) < +c~ and we define (ii) For all a C Xk, we have: Lk.30L = <o~, X3>xz = (oL, we have:
and for m # k:
(2.5)
We deduce from the classical theory of LCA that the LRCA of X1 and X2 relative to X3 is obtained for example from the spectral analysis of the selfadjoint operator f~t ~1/2~ v t ~ r~t ~1/2 where T 1/2 denotes the square root of a nonnegative operator T.
Remark 2.1. When V1. 3 and V2. 3 are invertible the spectral analysis of rl.3 is equivalent to that of T~. 3 = V1-~V~2. 3V2-2V2~.3 . That is known in the literature as partial canonical correlation analysis (see e.g. Rao (1969) , Timm and Carlson (1976) ). Then this last analysis appears as a particular case of the general relative canonical analysis of subspaces (see Dauxois and Nkiet (2002) , Dauxois et al. (2004) ), obtained by considering subspaces generated by specific linear functions of the original variables. In order to show up this property we prefer to use the terminology linear relative canonical analysis instead of partial canonical analysis. Notice that the part and bipartial canonical correlation analysis developed by Timm and Carlson (1976) can be reobtained from our framework by considering the CA of E1 and E2.3, and E1.3 and E2.4 respectively, where E2.4 is constructed as in equation (2.2) with another Euclidean r.v. )(4.
The properties of LRCA are deduced from those of LCA. Hence the LRCA of X1 and X2 is characterized by a triple (2.6) t (where r denotes the rank of T1.3 and Pk is the dimension of A'k, k = 1, 2) satisfying: (Pl) for each i E {1,... , r}, p~ is the i-th greatest eigenvalue of T1.3 and satisfies 0 < Pi <_ Pi-1 _< 1 (with Po = 1); , (i), (P2) the system ioq.3)o<i<m is an orthonormal basis of A'l such that each a(i)1.3 is an eigenvector of T1.3 verifying:
9 if i _< r, then ~1-(i).3 is associated with p~ 9 if i > r, then ,~(i) is associated with 0; ~1-3 , (i), (p3) the system [012.3)0<i<p 1 is an orthonormal basis of X2 such that:
1.3, this equality is equivalent to c~ (i)
3) 32. 3 and then ~2-3 is an eigenvector of T2.3 .'--t 1/2 t t 1/2 (V2.3) V21. 3V1.3V12.3(V2.3) associated with p/2, 9 if i > r, then ,~(i) is an eigenvector of T2.3 associated with 0.
~2.3
The pi's are termed the (relative) canonical coefficients associated to the LCRA; the (relative) canonical variates are the random variables defined for (k, i) E {1,2} x {0,... ,Pk} by:
Clearly, one has (2.8) and Moreover, when for k 9 {1,2}, Vk.3 is invertible, one has for (i,j) 9 {1,... ,pk} 2 r , = ~Olk'3' k'3 ~k.3L'k'3Vk.3 Olk.3~2dk , ( In order to simplify the previous expressions, conditions for the invertibility of Vk.3 (k = 1, 2) may be searched. They can be obtained from the following properties:
LEMMA 2.2. For k 9 {1,2}: .3) ) and thus Ek A E3 C Lk(ker(Vk.3)). Reciprocally, for all a 9 ker(Vk.3), one has Vka = Vk3Vf3V3ka = L~HE3Lka. Premultiplying both sides of this equality by LkV; and noticing that LkHR(yk) = LkIIR(L~) = Lk permit to obtain u = HEkHE~u, where u = Lka. Thus u 9 Ek n E3 and this proves that Lk(ker(Vk. 3)) C Ek r-I E3.
(ii) If Ek N E3 = {0} then, from (i), cr 9 ker(Vk.3) implies Lka = 0, that is a 9 ker(Lk) = ker(Vk). Reciprocally, if ker(Vk) = ker(Vk.3) then from (i), we have Ek Cl E3 = Lk(ker(Vk) 
From this lemma we deduce that, for k E {1, 2}, if Irk is invertible and Ek f3 E3 = {0} then Vk.3 is invertible. These are sufficient but not necessary conditions for the invertibility of Vk.3.
Remark 2.2. When, for m E {1,2, 3}, a basis is chosen in An: 1) the invertibility of Vm is equivalent to the linear (algebraic) independence of the components of Xm related to the basis of A'm which is considered. One can always reduce to that situation by removing some of these components. In the literature, Vm is often supposed to be invertible and it is admitted that this assumption does not restrict the generality;
2) when the Vm's are invertible, the condition Ek A E3 = {0} (k = 1, 2) means that the system made up by the components of Xk additioned to that of )(3 is linearly independent. That situation can always be obtained by removing some components in Xk and/or in X3;
Our approach consists in defining LRCA by using the CA of Euclidean spaces (see Dauxois and Nkiet (1997a) ); one of the interests of this approach is that it permits to see several classical methods as particular cases of this CA. Two examples are given below.
Example 2.1. LCA with linear constraints. This method (see Yanai and Takane (1992) Suzukawa (1997) showed that the previous LCA with linear constraints is the LCA of two variates )~1 := QIX1 and )~2 :--Q2X2, where Q1 and Q2 are suitable orthogonal operators. In fact, this result is equivalent to the preceding one. Indeed, the LCA of Z1 and Z2 is the research of canonical variates the preceding system is equivalent to (11 C1 ) V12 V2 1 (/r2 C2) V21 ~i 2
with 3'i = (I1 -C1)*ai, ~i = (I2 -C2)*fli. This later system is that is shown in Suzukawa (1997) to define the LCA of X1 and X:. Baccini et al. (2001) ) for the case where )(3 is a covariate having the same mean in the preceding q groups and admiting an invertible covariance operator.
Invariance of multivariate analyses when the related variables are transformed by linear maps have been considered in some particular forms in the literature. For instance, the problem of additional information, tackled in Fujikoshi (1892) and Suzukawa and Sato (1996) for LCA and in Fujikoshi and Khatri (1990) for covariate diseriminant analysis, defined as the research of conditions for which the results of a given analysis are the same whether one considers some variables or subcomponents of them, is clearly a problem of invariance of this analysis after transformations of these variables by projectors (see Remark 2.3). Then, it is of interest to generalize the approach of the previous works by searching for conditions such that the considered analysis is invariant when the variables are transformed by linear maps which may not be projectors. This is an important goal since in multivariate analysis it often occurs that, in order to reduce dimensions, one have to work with linear transformations, and not necessarily projections, of original variables; so it may be convenient that these transformations do not affect the results of the given analysis. For the case of linear canonical analysis (LCA), this generalizing approach have been tackled by Dauxois and Nkiet (1997a) who determined conditions for having the aforementioned invariance. We will now extend this problem to the case of LRCA. For k C {1, 2}, consider an Euclidean space X~ with dimension qk, a linear map A k from 2(k to A's and the r.v. Yk = AkXk. It is easy to verify that, defining (i) r = s and Pi = ~'i (i = 1,... ,r);
Now, we can seek a necessary and sufficient condition for which this invariance property holds. Notice that, since Yk.3 = AkXk.3 (k = 1, 2), the invariance introduced in the previous definition means the invariance of the LCA of X1.3 and X2. 3 for the pair (A~, A2). Then, by applying Proposition 4.2 of Dauxois and Nkiet (1997a) Remark 2.3. The previous notion of invariance for LRCA is related to the problem of additional information in canonical analysis which interested some authors. For example, Siotani (1957) studied the effect of adding variates on the canonical coefficients and Fujikoshi (1982) determined conditions for which LCA remains unchanged when subcomponents of the involved variates are omitted. When, for k c {1, 2}, we have the X(1) X(2) decomposition in direct sum A'k ----k ~ k , an analogous problem of additional information can be formulated for LRCA. Consider 7rkl (resp. 7rk2) the projection operator ~,(2) (resp. X (1)) and put: :v(1) (resp. 2d (2)
We say that the pair (X12, X22) does not provide additional information on the LRCA of X1 and X2 relative to X3 if this later LRCA is invariant for the pair (rm,lr21). A necessary and sufficient condition for this invariance is obtained by applying Proposition 2.2 to the pair (Th1,Tr21); now, by taking X3 --0 we obtain the condition of Fujikoshi (1982) .
Asymptotic study of LRCA
The asymptotic theory for classical LCA is well known; the earlier works on this subject focused on the asymptotic joint distribution of the sample canonical correlation coefficients under normality (see Hsu (1941) ) or nonnormality (see Muirhead and Waternaux (1980) ). Later, asymptotic distributions both for these coefficients and for sample canonical vectors and/or projections were derived under normality and when the population canonical correlation coefficients are distinct (see Anderson (1999) and references inside) or under nonnormality and in case the preceding coefficients have multiplicities (see Arconte (1980) , Pousse (1992) , Larr~re (1994) and Fine (2000) ). In fact, asymptotic study for LCA or others multivariate statistical analyses reduces to determining consistency and asymptotic distributions for eigenvalues, eigenvectors and eigenprojections of an operator which is known to be consistent and for which an asymptotic distribution is known. That is not technically difficult nowadays since one can apply results of DossouGbete and Pousse (1991) for a selfadjoint random operator, or those of Eaton and Tyler (1994) when one focuses on singular values of a random matrix which may be not symmetric. Finally, making an asymptotic study for a statistical multivariate analysis mainly consists in studying the consistency and in deriving an asymptotic distribution for the related operator.
In this section, we focus on asymptotics for LRCA. Although it is a particular LCA, the results of asymptotic study for this later analysis cannot been applied to (k = 1,2), and since "k.3 is invertible the transformation Xk ~ Vk-~/2Xk yields invariance of the LRCA.
then by the strong law of large numbers V (n) and V(} ) almost surely uniformly converge to V,~ and Vkj respectively, as n --~ +cx~. This shows that for large values of n, V3 (n) is invertible (a.s.); thus we can define
We also have the almost sure uniform convergence of v(n) to Ik, as n --* +c~. Then, for "k.3 large n, V(.~ ) also is invertible (a.s.) and we put:
We take the spectral analysis of T(.~ ) as an estimator of the LRCA of Xa and X2 relative to X3 and our goal is to study the asymptotic properties of this estimator and its eigenelements.
Let A' := (~3)l~j_~s (resp. A := (/~i)l_<~i~pl) be the strictly decreasing (resp. complete nonincreasing) sequence of the eigenvalues of T1.3, we denote by rnj the multiplicity of t It is clear that Ai As already noticed, the empirical covariance operators defined in equation (3.1) and equation (3.2) almost surely uniformly converge to the corresponding covariance operators. Thus, V(3 ) (resp. V, (n)" v(n)~ almost surely uniformly converges to Ia (resp. (ii) For any j (1,... ,s}, converges almost su, ly unifo,'mty to G"
, (,'j) = 1, then converges almost su, y to
Convergence in distribution
Here, we will derive the asymptotic distribution of v/-n(T(.~) -T1.3) and, consequently, those of the eigenelements of this operator.
We identify X1 x X2 x X3 with the direct orthogonal sum X = A'I (~ ,1"2 @ ,1'3, the aforementioned orthogonality being related to the inner product of X defined by (x,y) For (r, s) ~ {1,2, 3} 2, we denote by p~ the orthogonal projection operator from M = (~)l<m,j<3E(~'rn, ,~'j) to E(X,, X~), that is the operator such that for all A = ~1_<i,j_<3 Aij ~ M, one has p~,(A) = A~. First, we will prove three useful lemmas. 
PROOF. Using equation (3.3) and Ik = Vk.3 = Vk --Vk3ValV3k, we have:
is the random operator of s s ~k-3 defined by:
V~ 89
Then, the almost sure uniform convergence (ak. 
PROOF. Using equations (2.5) and (3.4), we can write:
) is defined Thus we have 3) = 12.3~ n J, "~1~-3 E by: 
a21. (A) = p21(A) -p2a(A)Vs + V2 89163 -V2aVa-lpal(A).
These lemmas permit us to obtain the asymptotic distribution of v/n(T(.~ ) -T1.3). In what follows, we consider the operator:
rr : A E s ,-+ I (A + A*) E s
that is the orthogonal projector onto the subspace of the selfadjoint operators in s and ~ denotes the tensor product of operators, associated with the Hilbert-Schmidt inner product: (T, S)2 = tr(TS*).
PROPOSITION 3.2. v/-s ) -T1.3) converges in distribution, as n --+ +co, to a r.v. U having a centered normal distribution in s with covariance operator given by: r : ]~[(TI'(-V12.3V21.3Xl.(923 -V12.3X2~3V21.3 ~-
PROOF. We have:
v~(T(~ ) T1.3) v/n(V(.~ )-I/2 " 'Iz(n) I'(n)-iII(n)If(n)-I/2
9 --:
For any invertible selfadjoint nonegative operator T, one has (3.6)
T -1/2 -I = -T-1/2(T -I)(T -1/2 q-i)-1
where I denotes the identity. Then applying this equality with T = VI! 3) and using the three previous lemmas, we obtain: 
v~(TI(.~ ) --71.3)---= --Vl!n3)-la[n)3(Hn)(Vl!n3 ) 1/2+ II)_IvI(;)3V2(.3)-,V2(L)3v(.n3)-I/~ ,~(n) (~r ,~l/-(n) -1 l/-(n) l/-(n) -

~Z ]T TZ(n)--l--(n)[[l r ]{TT(~%) -I/2
Hn : v~ Z z? 2 -v -~ (n)~2
/:1 By the central limit theorem v~Z (n) converges in distribution to a r.v. having a centered normal distribution in X with covariance operator ]E(Z | this implies that ~(n) converges in probability to 0 in X, as n ~ +oo. Hence Hn has the same asymptotic distribution than v~[~ Ei~l Z{ ~2 -V]; thus, by the central limit theorem, H~ converges in distribution, as n --+ +oo, to a r.v. H having a centered normal distribution in M, with covariance operator defined by E[(Z| where Z | := Z ~2 -E(Z| Moreover, we have where [l" II~ is the uniform convergence norm. Since IlH~lIM (resp. [l~on-~ll~) converges in distribution (resp. in probability), as n -~ +cx~, to IIHIIM (resp. 0), the previous inequality shows that ~n(H~) -~(Hn) converges in probability, in s to 0 as n -~ +oo. Hence ~(H~) has the same asymptotic distribution than p(H~), that is the distribution of p(H) because ~ is linear. This means that v~(T}.~ ) -T1.3) converges to the same centered normal distribution than U = {(H); the related covariance operator is:
r : E[(~(H)) ~'] : ~E[H~']~ * = ~E[(Z|176 * : E[(~(Z |176
It remains to give an explicit expression of F. We have:
: x~ ~ -(v~v3'x~) e x, -x~ | (v~3v3~x3) + (v~3 89 | -Vl + v~3v3-~v31
: x~-I~,
a~2.a(Z | = x2 | Xl -v~2 -(x3 | x~ -v~a)vi-~v~
+ v~3vi-l(x~ ~ -Va)Vd~V~ --V~3vdl(x~ | -V3~)
:
X~ | X~ -(V~V~-~X~) | Xx -X~ | (V13Vi-~Xa) + (V~Vi-~X~) | (V~Vi-lx~) -V~ + V~3Vf~V~
= 
(ii) the sequence (v/-n(A~ n) -)~)),j<i<_,j+mj-1 converges in distribution, as n --~ +oc, to A(~j), where ~j is a r.v. having a centered normal distribution in/:(X1) with
covariance operator Aj : t~ jFffj j . Since IIn~ ") IIR=j (resp. IIB~ ") -Billow) converges in distribution (resp. in probability), as n --~ +co, to II~(~)II~,,,~ (resp. 0), the previous inequality implies the convergence in
(iii) If p} ~ O, then (v/-n(p} n) -P})),~<_i<_,3+mj-1 converges in distribution, as n -~ +oc, to A(~}), where ~ is a r.v. having a centered normal distribution in/:(X1) with
+co. HenceDj tr/j ) and have the same limit distribution; using (ii) and the continuity of Bj, we then conclude that (x/~(p~ n)-P~)),j<_i<_vj+mj--1 converges in distribution, as n --* +co, to A(~) where ~j :: (pj) j. Clearly, Q has a centered normal distribution with covariance operator l --1 / t* (4~) %r%. 
and for k E {1,2}:
Pk Pk xZ; EE
Thus, using equation (2.9), we obtain (3.8)
and using again equation (2.8) 3.3 Asymptotic study of the elements associated with the null eigenvalue As it was noticed for the usual LCA (see Larrbre (1994) ), the previous results can not be exploited for statistical inference involving only the eigenelements associated with the null eigenvalue of T1.3. Indeed, easy calculations show that the eigenvalue limiting distributions obtained in Proposition 3.3 are Dirac distributions. Then it is necessary to use another approach for having the asymptotic distributions related to these associated eigenelements. Notice that we implicitly suppose r < Pl (else there does not exist a null eigenvalue).
l<_i,j~_r
Let Po be the orthogonal projector onto the eigenspace associated with the null eigenvalue of T1.3, we have Pl i=r+l pl and put pion):= Ei=r+l OL~.)3,n| from the Assertion (ii) of Proposition 3.1 we have the almost sure uniform convergence of p(n) to P0, as n ---, +co. Then P(n)T(n)P(n) almost "0 "~1.3 " 0 surely uniformly converges to PoT1.3Po = O, as n --~ +co. Now, we can derive the limit 
then using the relation in equation (3.6) with T = v(n) (k = 1, 2) and the Lemmas 3.1 "k.3 and 3.2, we have
where ~(n) is the random operator
which converges almost surely uniformly to the operator 7/defined as 1p, 1
T E M ~-* --~ oa1.3(T)V12.3 --~PoV12.3a2.3(T) + Poa12.3(T) E s X1).
One knows that (see Dossou-Gbete and Pousse (1991) LRCA may be seen as a tool which permits to see if there is or not a linear relative association between X1 and X2 relative to )(3. We say that there is a lack of linear relative association, if
that is V12.3 = 0. One knows that (see, e.g., Timm and Carlson (1976) ) when (X1,X2,X3) has a normal distribution this property is equivalent to the conditional independence of X1 and X2, given )(3. Following an approach which has been used for classical LCA (trainer and Nicewander (1979) , Lin (1987) , CIdroux and Lazraq (1988) , Nkiet (1997b), Nkiet (2000) ), a class of linear relative association measures have been introduced by Dauxois and Nkiet (2002) . These measures have the form m/xa (X1, X2) := ~(A), where is a continuous symmetric function from IRm to R+ satisfying ~(x) = 0 r x = 0. These measures can be used for testing for lack of linear relative association since equation (4.1) is equivalent to rn/xa (X1,)(2) = 0 (see Dauxois and Nkiet (2002) PROOF. Since(c~{{)a)l<i<m (resp.~c~ (j)' < 2.3~1<j_m ~ is an orthonormal basis of X1 (resp. X~), we can write where r is defined in equation (2.7) (recall that V1.3 = 11 and V2.3 = /2). Since Jk.3 (r(i) f~.k), r(J) r(l)~ is a linear function of (X 1 X2, X3) it also has an elliptic distribution J1.3, 32.3, J2.3] ' ' with kurtosis t~. Hence
Under H0, all the canonical coefficients are null since V12.3 = 0; then using equations (2.9) and (2.10) we obtain E(WijWkl) = (l+a)(bikbjl). This shows that E(W 2) = (1+~) and if (i,j) ~ (k, l) Timm and Carlson (1976) under the assumption that (X1, X2, X3) has a normal distribution appears in our context as a particular case by taking (I)(x) ---)-f~ ln(1 -x~). Notice i=1 that when Pl = 1 (resp. Pl = P2 --1) our test is based on a function of the classical partial multiple correlation coefficient (resp. partial correlation coefficient).
Testing for dimensionality in LRCA
As in Fujikoshi and Veitch (1979) for usual LCA, we can introduce tests for determining the dimensionality of LRCA, that is the integer d E {1,... ,Pl} equal to Pl if all the relative canonical coefficients are non null or such that 
where f(0 is defined in equation (2.7) (recall that V1.3 = 11 and V2.3 =/2). Using similar k.3 arguments than in the proof of Corollary 4.1, we obtain
Since k = r, equation ( and this shows that Rk
Testing for invariance of LRCA
Invariance for LRCA when the related variables are transformed by linear maps have been defined in Section 2 and conditions for having this invariance property have been obtained. Nevetheless, since these conditions involve covariance operators which are unknown in practice, it is of interest to contruct a test which permits to see whether or not LRCA is invariant for a given pair of linear maps. Notice that such an approach has already been used in the literature. Indeed, in Fujikoshi (1982) and in Fujikoshi and Khatri (1990) likelihood ratio tests for additional information in LCA and for redundancy in covariate discriminant analysis under normal assumption were introduced. These tests just are particular tests for invariance when the related variables are transformed by projectors. More recently, a generalizing approach has been adopted by Nkiet (2003) who introduced a test for the invariance of LCA when the related variables are transformed by linear maps which may not be projectors, without other assumption on the distribution of these variables besides the existence of four order moments.
Here we extend for LRCA an approach used in Nkiet (2003) for LCA. Note that the results of this later work can not be applied for LRCA because we do not have an i.i.d, sample of X1.3 and X2.3; these r.v. are unobservable since their definitions involve covariance operators which are unknown in practice. Let A1 and A2 be linear maps defined on A'I and A'2 respectively. Our purpose is to introduce a test for the invariance of the LRCA of X1 and X2 relative to X3. Consider PROOF. First, for (k,j) E {1,2} 2 with k r j, we have: It is known that for any operators T and S one has 
T t _ S t = -Tt(T _ S)S t + Tt2(T _ S)l-[ker(S) --IIker(T) (T -S)S t~
(T).
From the almost sure uniform convergence of the empirical covariance operators involved in this expression and the equalities It is easy to verify that Ln almost surely uniformly converges to the operator L:u 9 s • 2(2) ~ (~1.3(u), ~2.3(u)) 9 s • s Z2).
Further, we have
IILn(Hn) -L(Hn)IIs215 ~_ [ILn -LII~]IH~]IM;
since IIHnlIM (resp. IILn -L]I~ ) converges in distribution (resp. in probability), as n ~ +~, to IIHIIM (resp. 0), this inequality implies the convergence in probability In practice, one has to replace in equation (4.6) each covariance operator by its estimator introduced in this paper.
Remark 4.2. Additional information hypothesis in canonical analysis was discussed by Fujikoshi (1982) who introduced a likelihood ratio test for this problem. Later, this test was considered by Kariya et al. (1987) in order to test an hypothesis related to selection of variables in the classical MANOVA model, and it was also used by Suzukawa (1997) for evaluating the effect on canonical correlation of imposing linear constraints. This test is mainly based on a normality assumption for the variates. More recently, Nkiet (2003) proposed another test for additional information derived from a test for invariance of LCA which does not require to do any assumption on the distribution of the related random variables. A similar approach can be used here for LRCA; indeed, X(1) y (2) if for k C {1, 2} we have the decomposition in direct sum Xk = k | "*k , a test for additional information in LRCA having the preceding property is obtained by using the test of invariance developed above with Ak := ~kl, where ~kl is the projection operator onto ~(1) along X (2) "~k k "
